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A synchrotron X-ray diffraction study of a single crystal of titanomagnetite

shows that the cation distribution of Fe2+, Fe3+ and Ti4+ is of the inverse-spinel

type. The valence-difference contrast (VDC) method of resonant scattering was

applied at a wavelength of � = 1.7441 Å (E = 7.1085 keV) within the pre-edge of

the Fe K absorption spectrum, utilizing the large difference in the real part of

anomalous scattering factors, between �7.45 and �6.50, for Fe2+ and Fe3+,

respectively. The most plausible atomic arrangement in Ti0.31Fe2.69O4 obtained

from our analysis is [Fe3+
1.00]A[Fe3+

0.38 Fe2+
1.31Ti 4+

0.31]BO4, where A and B in an AB2O4-

type structure correspond to the tetrahedral and octahedral sites, respectively.

This result suggests that titanomagnetite has the complete inverse-spinel

structure continuously from the end-member of magnetite, even in the case of

relatively high Ti content. The physical properties may be described by the Néel

model, which claims that Fe3+ preferentially occupies the tetrahedral site, within

a Ti-poor half-region of the solid solution. Based on the ordering scheme the

magnetic structure of titanomagnetite is considered to be analogous to that of

magnetite. The combination of circularly polarized X-rays and a horizontal-type

four-circle diffractometer used in this VDC technique has the advantage of

increasing the experimental accuracy and freedom with the simultaneous

reduction of experimental noise.

1. Introduction

Knowledge of the valence of cations in crystalline solids is

important because it helps to understand the relationship

between crystal structure and physical properties in materials

science, chemistry and mineralogy. In terms of crystal-struc-

ture analysis in the high-resolution base, the use of synchro-

tron X-rays is of great advantage to achieve high accuracy of

measurements and to collect more information on Bragg

reflections. The continuous spectrum of synchrotron radiation

is essential in selecting the wavelengths needed for the valence

analysis. The combination of spectroscopy and X-ray diffrac-

tion creates plenty of room for the development of experi-

mental approaches to improve accuracy in synchrotron

radiation research. In this study, the synchrotron X-ray data

have been analyzed to examine the valence of Fe ions in

titanomagnetite and also to aim to improve the experimental

and analytical accuracy.

The majority of magnetic minerals present on the Earth

are iron-containing compounds. Knowledge of the magnetic

properties and magnetic crystal structures of such minerals is
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important, particularly for paleomagnetism studies, as

magnetic minerals can be used as a tracer for the past

magnetic fields of the Earth. Titanomagnetite TixFe3–xO4 is

one of the major magnetic sources in rock-forming minerals.

Titanomagnetite is a member of the cubic spinel family

(Nishikawa, 1915; Bragg, 1915). The crystal structure can be

described as cubic close packing of oxygen atoms with two

cation sites known as the tetrahedral A (8a Wyckoff position,

site symmetry �443m) and octahedral B sites (16d, �33m) (Fig. 1).

In titanomagnetite, the replacement of Fe3+ by Ti4+ yields an

increase in Fe2+ to maintain charge neutrality, and the parti-

tion of cations between the A or B sites needs to be fully

understood, because an increase in Fe2+ in the tetrahedral A

site gives rise to magnetostriction and a high coercive force,

affecting the paleomagnetic properties of the Earth. The

magnetic and electronic properties depend strongly on the

cation distribution between these sites. Two extreme struc-

tures have been defined: the normal spinel, [Y]A[ZZ]BO4, as

represented by Mn–Zn ferrite (Okita et al., 1998), and the

inverse spinel, [Z]A[YZ]BO4, as represented by Ni ferrite

(Tsukimura et al., 1997). Titanomagnetite is a solid solution

lying between magnetite (Fe3O4) and ulvöspinel (TiFe2O4).

The purpose of this study was to determine the cation distri-

bution in the intermediate compounds and to resolve some of

the ambiguities in the discussion of the physical properties of

titanomagnetite, such as its magnetic saturation moment.

Magnetite is one of the end-member compositions that have

the inverse spinel structure of [Fe3+]A[Fe2+Fe3+]BO4, where

one-half of Fe3+ per formula unit occupies the tetrahedral site

while Fe2+ and the remaining half of Fe3+ occupy the octa-

hedral site in a 1:1 ratio (Verwey & de Boer, 1936). Various

physical properties of magnetite, such as metallic behavior and

magnetization, depend on the cation distribution of Fe2+ and

Fe3+ between these two sites. The high electronic conductivity

at room temperature is related to electron hopping due to

an averaged distribution of Fe2+ and Fe3+ in the crystal-

lographically identical B site. High-spin Fe cations in this

inverse-spinel arrangement are distributed with antiparallel

spin between the A and B sites. Fe2+ and Fe3+ have magnetic

moments of 4�B and 5�B, respectively. The arrangement

having Fe3+ at the A site and a pair of Fe2+ and Fe3+ coupled

antiparallel at the B site gives a net 4�B magnetization

per formula unit. At lower temperatures the conductivity

decreases with magnetic anisotropy, and at the Verwey tran-

sition temperature (TV ’ 123 K) a metal–insulator transition

occurs with charge ordering with partial charge disproportio-

nation in a lower symmetry (Verwey & Haayman, 1941;

Verwey et al., 1947; Samuelsen et al., 1968; Yamada et al., 1968;

Iizumi et al., 1982; Toyoda et al., 1999). The other end-member

is ulvöspinel, which has an inverse-spinel structure identical to

[Fe2+]A[Fe2+ Ti4+]BO4 (Barth & Posnjak, 1932). Magnetization

measurements suggest spontaneous magnetization below the

Néel temperature (TN ’ 140 K), with a maximum magneti-

zation of 0.36�B per formula unit and a small distortion below

T ’ 100 K (Ishikawa, 1967). The temperature dependence of

the Mössbauer spectra suggests that two subsets of the spin

align antiparallel between Fe2+ ions in the A and B sites (Ôno

et al., 1968). The site preference in titanomagnetite is still in

dispute because of the difficulty in distinguishing between Fe2+

and Fe3+ in the three-component system, including Ti4+, in

crystal-structure analyses. Accurate determination of the site

occupancy has depended on the accuracy of data collection

using the anomalous scattering effect at the Fe K absorption

edge with synchrotron radiation X-rays. The other limiting

factor is the existence of a miscibility gap (solvus) in the

middle part of titanomagnetite solid solutions, with an inter-

growth texture of magnetite-rich crystals and ulvöspinel-rich

exsolution lamellae (Lilova et al., 2012).

The site preference of Ti4+ in titanomagnetite can be

investigated using conventional crystal-structure determina-

tion methods such as X-ray or neutron diffraction, and it has

been concluded that Ti4+ exclusively occupies the octahedral B

site (Blasse, 1964; Forster & Hall, 1965; Fujino, 1974; Wechsler

et al., 1984). Before the introduction of the anomalous scat-

tering technique, the estimation of the site occupancy between

Fe2+ and Fe3+ was based on information from measurements

of magnetic saturation moments. The cation distribution has

therefore remained enigmatic because the presence of

impurity phases leads to an uncertain relationship between

magnetism and cation distribution. Three models have been

proposed for titanomagnetite. One is a simple substitution

model in which Fe3+ is concentrated equally between the A

and B sites, and one Fe2+ per formula unit constantly occupies

the B site (Akimoto model; Akimoto, 1954); the statistically

random distribution may lead to higher configurational

entropy at higher temperatures. The second model is based on

a site preference in which Fe3+ exclusively occupies the

tetrahedral site for x � 0.5, while Fe2+ always prefers octa-

hedral coordination (Néel model; Néel, 1955; Chevallier et al.,

1955). This model produces a discontinuity at x = 0.5 for the

chemical trend in saturation magnetization. According to the

third model, additional Fe2+ ions enter tetrahedral sites in the

range 0.2 � x � 0.8 (O’Reilly–Banerjee model; O’Reilly &
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Figure 1
Crystal structure of titanomagnetite, showing A and B sites and oxygen
atoms.



Banerjee, 1965); in this model, the saturation magnetization is

higher than in the Néel model, but lower than in the Akimoto

model. The saturation moments of synthetic titanomagnetite

samples fall in the intermediate position between the two

models (Akimoto et al., 1957). In addition, some complex

models for cation distribution have been proposed to provide

estimates of the cation distribution based on magnetic prop-

erties or spectroscopic measurements (Kakol et al., 1991;

Hamdeh et al., 1999; Bosi et al., 2009). An approach from

X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) has been reported

for measurements of titanomagnetite at the Fe L2,3-edge.

These are element specific but are based on a powder-sample

technique, so any discussion of the interpretation of the origin

of the spectra can be only qualitative (Pearce et al., 2010).

Analysis of saturation magnetization data yields the further

difficulty that the cation distribution is temperature dependent

in the titanomagnetite solid solution series (Stephenson, 1969;

Bleil, 1971, 1976), which is common in some spinel ferrites

such as Mn ferrite (Ohara et al., 2000) and Mn–Zn ferrite

(Sakurai et al., 2008).

The most suitable method for determining the cation

distribution between Fe2+ and Fe3+ is resonant scattering (or

anomalous scattering) with strong valence contrast. Larger

differences in the atomic scattering factor f lead to greater

differences in X-ray scattering power. A larger difference

between f(Fe2+) and f(Fe3+) contributes to the crystal struc-

ture factor, providing high accuracy in determining the cation

distribution with small experimental error. The first synchro-

tron radiation experiment for site-occupancy determination

was conducted in a study of (Co,Fe)3O4, where this method

has sufficient scattering power to distinguish adjacent

elements in the periodic table such as Co and Fe (Yakel, 1980).

Even if the same target atom has a different valence or

oxidation state, the treatment of discrimination in f is the same

for different anomalous scattering factors. The valence

difference of ions appears in chemical shifts of X-ray

absorption spectrum. The difference appears in anomalous

scattering factors since the anomalous dispersion is closely

related to resonant absorption phenomena. The anomalous

scattering factors can be calculated from absorption spectra by

applying the dispersion relation described by Kramers and

Krönig (e.g. Screaton, 1960). In the vicinity of X-ray absorp-

tion thresholds, the X-ray anomalous scattering factors are

sufficient to distinguish the oxidation state of ions. The use of

differences in anomalous scattering factors for ions with

different valence has been proposed as a valence-difference

contrast (VDC) method (Wilkinson & Cheetham, 1992;

Sasaki, 1995; Sasaki et al., 1998). Associated with a chemical

shift of several eV at wavelengths close to the Fe K absorption

edge, the VDC method can detect the anisotropic intensity

distribution of X-ray diffuse scattering related to the valence

fluctuation of Fe ions in magnetite (Toyoda et al., 1997).

Similar attempts to use the VDC method have been reported

for Eu3S4 (Ohara et al., 2004) and Yb4As3 (Nakao et al., 2006).

Some applications of the resonant diffraction studies have

been reported on valence and charge ordering with similar

crystal structures (e.g. Grenier et al., 2002; Palancher et al.,

2005; Beale et al., 2012; Subı́as et al., 2012; Okube & Sasaki,

2014).

Thus, analysis of the site occupancy of titanomagnetite is

now feasible with sufficient accuracy using X-ray resonant

scattering. In this study, the site occupancies of Ti, Fe2+ and

Fe3+ were simultaneously determined for the A and B sites of

the spinel structure using the VDC method of single-crystal

X-ray diffraction at the Fe K pre-edge.

2. Experimental

The sample was a single crystal of natural titanomagnetite

from the Kabasawa Mine, Miyagi Prefecture, Japan, which was

provided by the National Museum of Nature and Science

(sample number 19373). Chemical analyses using an electron

probe microanalyzer showed that the titanomagnetite had the

chemical formula Ti0.31Fe2.69O4. The space group and cell

dimensions were Fd�33m and a = 8.414 (2) Å, respectively,

determined using a conventional AFC-7 Rigaku four-circle

diffractometer with Mo K� radiation.

Synchrotron experiments were performed at beamline BL-

6C of the Photon Factory with a wavelength of � = 1.7441 Å

(E = 7.1085 keV) at the Fe K pre-edge selected using an

Si(111) double-crystal monochromator. Integrated intensity

measurements were conducted with a Rigaku AFC-5u four-

circle diffractometer, which is ordinarily and regularly

installed in the BL-6C experimental hutch. Since the

diffractometer is equipped with a scintillation detector scan-

ning in the horizontal direction, right-handed circular polar-

ization (helicity = +1) was used so that an incident intensity

does not affect the intensive reduction of intensity like the

linear polarization effect. Then, the polarization factor P for

circular polarization is given by (1 + cos22�)/2, which is similar

to the case of an unpolarized X-ray beam. The incident beam

was guided into a synthetic (001) diamond with a thickness of

0.492 mm acting as a phase retarder to produce circularly

polarized X-rays. The diamond crystal was set near the 111

Bragg condition in the asymmetric Laue case, with the scat-

tering plane inclined by 45� from the vertical plane (Hirano et

al., 1991).

A single crystal of 50 mm � 50 mm � 70 mm was mounted

onto a glass fiber for the X-ray diffraction study. Integrated

intensity data were collected in the !–2� scan mode of the

AFC-5u, with the !-scan speed and width set at 0.5� min�1

and 0.8�, respectively, selecting within the ranges 2� � 130�

(sin�/� � 0.520), and �8 � h � 8, �8 � k � 8 and �8 � l � 8.

As the top-up mode was not available for our experiments at

the Photon Factory storage ring, the intensity data for each

reflection were corrected using three standard reflections of

40�44, �4400 and �113�11 to compensate for incident beam intensity

decay. Lorentz and absorption effects were corrected using a

linear absorption coefficient of � = 369.5 cm�1 (� = 1.7441 Å).

The transmission factors ranged from 0.17 to 0.25. Of 687

reflections measured (Rint = 0.04), 432 reflections > 3�F were

used for refinements after cubic averaging. The crystal struc-

ture was refined by full-matrix least-squares minimization of

the residual factor, �wi(|Fobs| � |Fcalc|)i
2, using the program
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RADY (Sasaki, 1987), which allows occupancy refinements to

vary parameters under constraints in chemical composition.

An isotropic extinction correction was applied to express the

observed intensity by the kinematical diffraction theory

(Becker & Coppens, 1974). The positional parameter of

oxygen and anisotropic temperature factors for all atoms were

simultaneously refined with R = 0.051, wR = 0.049 (w = 1/�F
2)

for the Fe K data set. The u parameter was determined to be

0.2539 (11). Thermal parameters �11, �12 and Beq were

0.0023 (4), 0 and 0.66 (3) for the A site, 0.0022 (5),�0.0001 (3)

and 0.61 (5) for the B site and 0.0012 (6), �0.0001 (5) and

0.35 (6) for the oxygen site, respectively, where Beq is an

equivalent isotropic temperature factor and the standard

deviation is given for the last digit in parentheses. The

maximum ratio between the change and error parameters,

�/�, was 0.56� 10�5 for the atomic coordinate x of the oxygen

atoms.

The absorption measurements were conducted at BL-6C

with a beam of dimensions 1 mm � 2 mm and two ionization

chambers with N2 (monitor) and 85% N2 + 15% Ar gas. The

thickness of the samples was adjusted for suitable absorption.

Powder samples of FeO, Fe2O3 and magnetite (High Purity

Chemical Laboratory Co. Ltd) were used as received for the

absorption measurements. Energy calibration on the Fe K-

edge was conducted for iron metal foil of 5 mm thickness with

the inflection point of the shoulder structure in the absorption

spectrum, which is assigned as E = 7.1120 keV. The conversion

from X-ray energy in keV to wavelength in Å was conducted

using a factor of 12.398 (Thompson et al., 2001). All experi-

ments were made at room temperature.

3. Absorption spectra and chemical shift

To conduct a preliminarily examination of the valence state

of Fe ions in titanomagnetite, X-ray absorption near-edge

structure (XANES) spectra were measured at the Fe K

absorption edges at room temperature. Fig. 2 shows the

XANES spectra of titanomagnetite, iron metal foil, FeO

(NaCl structure), Fe3O4 (spinel structure) and Fe2O3

(corundum structure). A chemical shift of about 6.1 eV clearly

exists between Fe2+ in FeO and Fe3+ in Fe2O3 over a threshold

region, where the Fe ions in FeO and Fe2O3 have sixfold

coordination with oxygen atoms in a regular FeO6 octahedron.

The chemical shift was about 1 eV larger than in our previous

report (Sasaki, 1995). It seems that the powder sample used

for that earlier study was slightly oxidized [e.g. Fig. 1 of Sasaki

(1995), Fig. 3 of Sakurai et al. (2008)]. The photon energies at

specific XANES positions and the values of chemical shifts are

summarized for some iron compounds in Table 1. Compared

with the 50% absorption data from XANES spectra, the

threshold energy of titanomagnetite falls between the divalent

and trivalent states, 2.4 eV higher than that of FeO, 3.7 eV

lower than that of Fe2O3, and 2.6 eV lower than that of

magnetite Fe3O4. This indicates that both Fe2+ and Fe3+ exist

in titanomagnetite and that the Fe2+ content of titanomagne-

tite is greater than that of magnetite. The pre-edge peaks of

FeO, titanomagnetite, Fe3O4 and Fe2O3 are arranged with

chemical shifts of, in ascending order of energy, 3.8, 6.7, 8.1

and 9.4 eV, respectively. The peak tops of the main-edge

spectra exhibit deviations of �2.8, �0.1, 0.3 and 2.4 eV from

that of iron metal foil, respectively.

4. Valence-contrast approach

The first step in determining the valence distribution of Fe2+

and Fe3+ is to estimate experimentally based atomic scattering

factors for valence ions for crystal-structure analyses (VDC

method) (Sasaki, 1995). In kinematical diffraction theory, the

X-ray Bragg intensity Ihkl for the hkl reflection is proportional

to the square of the crystal-structure factor Fhkl :
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Figure 2
XANES spectra of titanomagnetite (red solid circles), iron foil (green
crosses), FeO (black open triangles), Fe3O4 (blue open rectangles) and
Fe2O3 (purple open circles) near the Fe K absorption edge.

Table 1
Photon energy and chemical shift of XANES spectra for iron compounds
at the Fe K absorption edge.

The inflection point of the shoulder structure of iron metal foil is assigned as
the Fe K-edge (E = 7.1120 keV). The energy resolution at the Fe K-edge is
about 0.9 eV for the Si(111) monochromator.

Photon energy

Sample
Pre-edge
peak

20%
absorption

50%
absorption

Main-edge
peak

Iron metal foil (keV) 7.1076 7.1148 7.1263

FeO (Fe2+) (keV) 7.1076 7.1115 7.1144 7.1235
Chemical shift† (eV) 3.8 �0.4 �2.8

Ti0.31Fe2.69O4 (keV) 7.1083 7.1144 7.1168 7.1262
Chemical shift† (eV) 6.7 2.0 �0.1

Fe3O4 (keV) 7.1096 7.1158 7.1194 7.1266
Chemical shift† (eV) 8.1 4.6 0.3

Fe2O3 (Fe3+) (keV) 7.1099 7.1171 7.1205 7.1287
Chemical shift† (eV) 9.4 5.7 2.4

Deviation between
Fe3+ and Fe2+ (eV)

2.3 5.6 6.1 5.2

† The chemical shift is estimated from the deviation from the XANES curve of iron
metal foil.



Ihkl / jFhklj
2; ð1Þ

Fhkl ¼
P

j

fj exp 2�i hxj þ kyj þ lzj

� �� �
expð�WjÞ; ð2Þ

where the summation j is over all atoms in a unit cell and

f, (x,y,z) and W are the atomic scattering factor, fractional

coordinates and Debye–Waller factor, respectively. The effect

of resonant scattering becomes dominant at photon energy E

of the absorption edge. Then, the atomic scattering factor is

redefined as

f ðs;EÞ ¼ f0ðsÞ þ f 0ðEÞ þ if 00ðEÞ; ð3Þ

where f0(s), f 0ðEÞ and f 00ðEÞ are the Thomson elastic scattering

term and the real and imaginary parts of the anomalous

scattering factor, respectively, and s = sin�/� with Bragg angle

� and wavelength �. The anomalous scattering factor was

selected here to increase the difference between two types of

cation in different valence states. The term f 00ðEÞ is related to

the absorption coefficient �(E) through the optical theorem as

forward scattering (s = 0),

�ðEÞ ¼ ð4�Nh- e2=mEÞ f 00ðE 0Þ: ð4Þ

Using the Kramers–Krönig transform, f 0ðEÞ is given from the

dispersion relations as

f 0ðEÞ ¼ ð2=�ÞP

Z
E 0 f 00 E 0ð Þ= E 2

� E 0 2
� �� �

dE 0; ð5Þ

where the integration is from zero to infinity, and P indicates

the principal value of the integral at the singularity in the

algorithms of the DIFFKK program (Cross et al., 1998) used in

this study. According to equations (4) and (5), f 00ðEÞ can be

determined from observed values of �(E) and connected to

f 0ðEÞ in the Kramers–Krönig dispersion relation. According to

the crystal field theory, the difference of electron stabilization

energies between octahedral and tetrahedral sites is small,

having values of 0 and 0.07 eV mol�1 for Fe3+ and Fe2+,

respectively (McClure, 1957). Therefore, if the valence of ions

is the same regardless of the different surroundings, the same

anomalous scattering factors can be applied for the VDC

method on the octahedral and tetrahedral coordination. There

is also a report that the shift of the absorption edge is similar

for both tetrahedral and octahedral Fe atoms in magnetite,

based on the anomalous scattering factors extracted from

experimental diffraction spectra of the 220 and 222 reflections

[see Fig. 10 by Subı́as et al. (2012)].

The experimentally based f 0ðEÞ values were obtained from

equation (5) using the DIFFKK program (Cross et al., 1998),

where f 0ðEÞ was estimated from the free atom calculations far

from resonance (Cromer & Liberman, 1970), and the values in

the reported table were used for unobserved �(E) data away

from the edge (Sasaki, 1990). In order to simplify the discus-

sion, it is assumed that oxygen is divalent. Fig. 3 shows f 0ðEÞ

curves for Fe2+ and Fe3+, obtained from the FeO and Fe2O3

absorption data, respectively, where a sharp negative peak in

each f 0ðEÞ curve exists with the chemical shift. It should be

noted that the f 0ðEÞ difference due to a chemical shift

becomes dominant in the vicinity of the lower-energy side of

the absorption edge. The X-ray energy in the region is also

suitable for diffraction experiments based on weak absorption

(Sasaki, 1995). In this study a typical wavelength of � =

1.7441 Å (E = 7.1085 keV) was selected for the VDC analyses,

where the f 0ðEÞ values are �7.45 and �6.50 for Fe2+ and Fe3+,

respectively. A large difference of 0.95 in f 0ðEÞ promises

successful structure analyses that can distinguish Fe2+ and

Fe3+. The value of f 0ðEÞ for Fe3+ of �6.206 at E = 7.1082 keV

was obtained from nickel ferrite NiFe2O4 of the same spinel

structure (Okube et al., 2012), and it is sufficiently close to the

value for Fe2O3 to be reasonable. Total atomic scattering

factors f(s,E) for Fe2+, Fe3+ and Ti4+ are shown in Fig. 4, where

the large differences between the three cations ensure

distinguishability.
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Figure 3
Valence contrast of Fe ions in f 0, where the energy dependences of f 0 for
FeO (black solid circle) and Fe2O3 (purple open circle) were determined
by the Kramers–Krönig transform of the XANES data.

Figure 4
Atomic scattering factors f0 + f 0 for Fe2+, Fe3+ and Ti4+ against sin�/� for
X-ray experiments at the Fe K pre-edge (E = 7.1085 keV). Since the cubic
spinel structure has a center at the origin, the crystal structure factor lies
near the real axis of the complex plane (see Table 2). Then, atomic
scattering factors in this plot may be approximately expressed as f0 + f 0.



Charge neutrality in a unit cell was assumed during the site-

occupancy refinements, with all titanium ions defined as Ti4+,

and A and B sites assumed to be fully occupied by atoms. In

the refinements, the occupancy parameters of Fe2+ and Ti4+ in

the tetrahedral A site were varied, while the other parameters

were constrained for Fe3+ on the A sites and all ions on the

B site. The Ti4+ content of the A sites was used as an input

parameter that was changed in each site-occupancy refine-

ment step. Fig. 5 shows the variation in the residual factor for

different Ti4+ and Fe3+ contents. The A site is fully occupied by

Fe3+, and the titanomagnetite presents as [Fe 3+
1.00]A[Fe 3+

0.38 -

Fe 2+
1.31 Ti 4+

0.31]B with a chemical formula of Ti0.31Fe2.69O4, where

A and B are the tetrahedral A and octahedral B sites,

respectively. In order to check the reliability concerning the

convergence of refinements in Fig. 5, further refinement was

carried out to remove the constraint on chemical composition.

Then, a multiplicity parameter of Fe2+ in the A site converged

to be �0.01 (8), suggesting that a minimum of the residual

factors locates in close proximity at the left-hand side of Fig. 5

and supporting the full occupation of Fe3+ in the A site. The

cation distribution investigated so far is consistent with the

Néel model in that Fe3+ completely fills the tetrahedral site

and the remaining cations occupy the octahedral site (Néel,

1955; Chevallier et al., 1955). Fe3+ replacement by Ti4+ yields a

proportional increase in Fe2+ within the octahedral B site and

is maintained to within at least one-third in the Ti-poor solid

solution of titanomagnetite.

5. Cation distribution and magnetic aspect

The composition of x = 0.31 in the TixFe3–xO4 solid solution

corresponds to one end of a miscibility gap in the phase

diagram between Fe3O4 and TiFe2O4. It may affect the

magnetic aspect of titanomagnetite and magnetic measure-

ments. According to the entropy of mixing and thermo-

dynamics of the solid solution, the solvus was suggested to be

at or higher than a temperature of T = 530 K, although this

temperature is variable depending on the initial composition

and exsolution [Fig. 6 of Lilova et al. (2012)]. The maximum x

value previously reported is 0.42, giving a critical temperature

of 873 K (Kawai, 1956).

The distribution of Fe2+ and Fe3+ between the A and B sites

can be calculated based on the observed saturation moments

of 4.06�B and 5�B for Fe2+ and Fe3+, respectively (e.g. Kakol et

al., 1991). However, because of the above assumption, the

accuracy of the Fe2+ and Fe3+ distribution is limited by the

sample quality of the magnetic and chemical measurements.

In discussions to improve the accuracy, a magnetization ratio

normalized with the value for Fe3O4 was introduced to

compare magnetic moments with the chemical composition.

Fig. 6 shows the magnetization ratio versus Ti content, where

the observed data [GG: Gilder & Le Goff (2008); KSH: Kakol

et al. (1991); WLP: Wechsler et al. (1984)] are plotted together

with the calculation ratio of [Fe 3+
1.00]A[Fe 3+

1–2x Fe 2+
1+x Ti x

4+]BO4 (x =

0.31). The magnetization ratio estimated from the site occu-

pancy obtained in this study is close to that reported by Gilder

& Le Goff (2008), which is a high-temperature product

produced by the floating-zone method, with reorientation

of the domain walls conducted with anhysteretic remnant

magnetization.

According to previous studies (Blasse, 1964; Forster & Hall,

1965; Fujino, 1974), titanium as Ti4+ exclusively occupies the

octahedral sites of titanomagnetite. As to the distribution of

Fe2+ and Fe3+ between the A and B sites, three different

models exist, as mentioned in the Introduction. Magnetic

moments calculated using these models are plotted in Fig. 6

using dotted, solid and two dot chain lines, respectively. The

experimental values are also shown using solid squares (GG),

open circles (KSH) and triangles (WLP), where GG is close to

the Néel model, while KSH and WLP have a linear relation

close to but of different slope from the O’Reilly–Banerjee
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Figure 5
Variation in the converged residual factors as a function of Ti4+

population in the tetrahedral A site. Black solid circles indicate the
residual factors. Fe3+ contents in A sites are shown in blue solid circles.
The red arrow indicates the best fit of our site occupancy refinement.

Figure 6
Magnetization ratios for titanomagnetite normalized on the end-member
value of Fe3O4. The magnetization ratios obtained from the magnetiza-
tion measurements are indicated as GG (Gilder & Le Goff, 2008), KSH
(Kakol et al., 1991), WLP-a and WLP-b (Wechsler et al., 1984), shown in
the figure as filled squares, open circles, open down-triangles (magnetic
data) and open up-triangles (neutron diffraction data), respectively.



model. A theoretical treatment of cation distribution for the

Néel model is based on the concept that Fe3+ prefers the

tetrahedral A site in thermal activation energy, where the

equilibrium as a function of temperature is in agreement with

the compositional variation of the magnetic moment and

differs from the results for single crystals (Stephenson, 1969).

Analysis of the saturation magnetization data suggests that the

cation distribution in the titanomagnetite solid solution series

is temperature dependent (Bleil, 1976). Specifically, for higher

crystal growth temperatures, the magnetic susceptibility

becomes closer to either the Akimoto or O’Reilly–Banerjee

model. The KSH and WLP data in Fig. 6 are acceptable on

a straight line of the O’Reilly–Banerjee model because the

temperature of crystal formation was 1373 K or more.

In contrast, the cation distribution obtained in this study is

in line with the Néel model, providing the conclusion that the

crystal-formation temperature is rather low in comparison

with the KSH and WLP data. Perfect occupation of Fe3+ in

a single A site might have taken place due to natural slow

cooling and geological time. However, it is uncertain whether

the sample has reached its most ordered state without further

knowledge of the diffusion coefficient. The confusion among

the previous studies on titanomagnetite may be due to the

different thermal history. It is considered from this study that

the ordering scheme of titanomagnetite is analogous to that of

magnetite, having a similar trend to the temperature depen-

dence of magnetocrystalline anisotropy by torque measure-

ments (Syono & Ishikawa, 1963). As a possibility other than

the thermal history, the relatively low magnetic moments

previously observed could be also related to domains and

domain walls caused by the discrepancy with Ti-doping which

are formed to align neighboring regions magnetized anti-

parallel to one another, where the magnitude of the magnetic

moments can change gradually to depend on the orientation

of the neighboring moments in a realistic crystal. In addition,

the covalent contribution to the chemical bonding makes the

magnetic moments lower than those expected for ideal Fe2+

and Fe3+. An increase in the tetrahedral Fe2+ content leads to a

high coercive force with enhanced magnetostriction. Given

that the intermediate composition has characteristic broad

spectra both in X-ray diffraction and Mössbauer spectroscopy,

local environments due to the random arrangements are

suggested for Fe2+ and Ti4+ in the B site (Banerjee et al., 1967).

One study has reported that net moments derived from

neutron powder diffraction are 5–10% lower than saturation

magnetizations as determined from magnetometer measure-

ments (Wechsler et al., 1984).

6. Diffractometry near absorption edges

In the case of protein crystals with a relatively low content of

resonant scattering elements, the influences of absorbed or

fluorescent X-rays are not a serious problem even in diffrac-

tion experiments in the vicinity of the absorption edge. On the

other hand, in the case of inorganic or metallic crystals, where

the proportion of transition-metal element may be up to

several tens of percent, the fluorescent X-ray background

intensity and air scattering cannot be ignored. Generally, the

use of a two-dimensional detector makes it difficult to handle

the effect by fluorescent and air-scattered X-rays because of

the technical limitation to set slits in front of the detector.

Therefore, the use of a four-circle diffractometer is re-recog-

nized here by combining circularly polarized X-rays and a

scintillation counter with receiving slits.

Since conventional synchrotron radiation is linearly polar-

ized in the horizontal plane, the detector axis 2� of the

diffractometer is generally vertical. However, when the

circular polarization is introduced by the phase retarder

described in x2, a sufficient incident intensity can be obtained

in horizontal-type diffractometry on the polarization effect.

This implies the possibility of using a commercial four-circle

diffractometer for synchrotron radiation research, having a

horizontal 2� axis and a polarization factor equal to that of

unpolarized beam. The transmittance of the diamond crystal

as phase retarder is about 40% near the Fe K-edge [Fig. 3(b)

of Matsumoto et al. (2000)].

Since the use of receiving slits has the advantage of reducing

experimental noise, a Rigaku AFC-5R four-circle diffract-

ometer, with a 	 circle of diameter 190 mm and a sample to

receiving slit distance of 258 mm, was installed on beamline

BL-6C, where circularly polarized X-rays are available (Fig. 7).

The small circle guarantees high precision in intersection

accuracy of four circles, even though the latest single-crystal

diffractometer no longer requires such accuracy due to the

development of two-dimensional detectors. The AFC-5R

diffractometer can be controlled sufficiently even now by the

original software for determining and refining the orientation

matrix and the data collection procedure. A set of receiving

slits consists of both vertical and horizontal apertures in front

of the scintillation counter. Even when a larger pair of slits is

used as the maximum aperture of 1� (4.5 mm � 4.5 mm)
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Figure 7
Four-circle diffractometer and phase retarder installed in the experi-
mental hutch of BL-6C at the Photon Factory. A: phase retarder. B: He
pass. C: nozzle of low-temperature equipment (not used in this study).
D: sample on goniometer head. E: receiving slits. F: scintillation detector.



without analyzer, the background intensity was suppressed to

around 10 counts s�1 in the experiment with titanomagnetite

(Table 2). This is within a level that the crystal structure of

titanomagnetite can be analyzed sufficiently and accurately

even when the intensity measurement was performed in the

presence of the fluorescence of Ti atoms. The consistent

results on the site occupancy obtained from the VDC method

strongly support the advantage of using the four-circle

diffractometer. Thus, it can be concluded that our diffraction

experiment at the absorption edge provides sufficient accuracy

even in the air rather than in a vacuum.

The diffractometer was originally designed and installed for

experiments of resonant X-ray magnetic scattering (Kaneko et

al., 2010; Sasaki et al., 2017). Since the phase retarder needs

parallel beam and the focusing mirror pre-installed on

beamline BL-6C is located in front of the retarder, a special

mirror of a graded parabolic W/Si multilayer (length = 40 mm,

period of multilayer = 32.90 ’ 40.29 Å, parabolic parameter =

0.11838, focal length = 100 mm, reflectivity ’ 65%) can be

optionally placed at a distance of 155 mm in front of the center

of the diffractometer (Sasaki et al., 2013).

7. Conclusion

A VDC study with synchrotron X-ray diffraction confirmed

that Fe3+ in natural titanomagnetite prefers the tetrahedral A

site in the AB2O4 structure, while all of Fe2+ and Ti4+ occupy

the octahedral B site. The site occupancy can be schematically

written as [Fe3+
1.00]A[Fe 3+

0.38 Fe 2+
1.31 Ti 4+

0.31]B. It was found that the

cation distribution coincides with the Néel model, providing

the conclusion that the crystal formed at a rather low

temperature and the magnetic structure can be discussed

based on that of magnetite. It was found from a comparison

with synthetic samples of the similar composition that the

crystal-formation temperature of the natural titanomagnetite

is lower than the synthesis temperature

in the published studies and exhibits

perfect ordering of the cation distribu-

tion.

It was shown by application of the

VDC techniques that the following

features can be realized in the diffrac-

tion experiments near the absorption

edges. (1) Chemical shifts of XANES

spectra are useful to determine the

valence of Fe ions among different iron

oxides. (2) Experimental values of

anomalous scattering factors can be

successfully converted from the

absorption data by using the DIFFKK

software (Cross et al., 1998). (3) The

circular polarization introduced by the

phase retarder increases freedom in

diffractometry. (4) Since a small and

compact four-circle diffractometer has

good crossing accuracy, the combination of circularly polar-

ized X-rays and horizontal-type diffractometer has the

advantage of increasing the experimental accuracy. (5) The

use of receiving slits in front of the scintillation counter of

the four-circle diffractometer can reduce experimental noise,

which appears due to the fluorescence and air scattering

of X-rays.
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